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About this tutorial
This tutorial explains how to:

Use the Vicon ProCalc software to create a simple 6-degree-of-freedom 
model based on cluster markers attached to shoes as well as anatomical 
markers used in the static trial only.

Automatically define foot strike and foot off events for a trial where a subject 
runs on a treadmill.

Extract relevant parameters that characterize the motion.

After you complete this tutorial, you will understand the workflow involved in 
defining a 6-degree-of-freedom model based on a very simple marker set. Of 
course, most biomechanical models are more complicated that this one, but 
using what you have learned here as the basis, you should be able to expand this 
to include other segments.
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About the model for this tutorial
To follow this tutorial, download and unzip the file TutorialData.zip from the 

Vicon ProCalc 6DOF Modeling Tutorial page on docs.vicon.com.1

The files that you will use are in the 6_DOF_Model folder, which contains two 
trials:

Static

Running

In addition, two Vicon subject files are included:

LeftFoot

RightFoot

The model used for this tutorial is as simple as possible. Three markers are 
attached to the heel of each shoe asymmetrically – two are placed vertically with 
respect to one another on the most posterior aspect of the shoe, and the third 
one is placed laterally and asymmetrically, so that the distances of the three 
sides in the triangle formed by the markers are all different. Two further markers 
are placed, on the lateral and medial malleolae, respectively. These define the 
ankle joint center and the ankle flexion/extension axis.

The aim is to use this simple marker set and model to calculate foot strike and 
foot off events, and to derive some temporo-spatial parameters, as well as some 
kinematic parameters.

http://docs.vicon.com
http://docs.vicon.com
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Step 1 - Defining the static model
Before you begin, ensure you have downloaded the 6_DOF_Model data as 
described in About the model for this tutorial, page 3.

Start ProCalc, and on the Data Management tab, navigate to the 6_DOF_Model
folder and double-click the trial called Static to load it.

The markers from the static trial are displayed in the 3D workspace:

To define the static model:

At the top of the Variables tab, click the Create button , to create a new 
scheme. Name it appropriately, eg, 6DOF Shoe Model, and press the Enter 
key to accept the choice.

At the bottom of the tab, click the Add button  to add a new 
variable. To define the ankle joint center as the half-way point between the 
lateral and medial malleolae (LANK and LMMA), do the following: 

Tip
To toggle the display of all the labels, select the option at the top right 
of the workspace, or press CTRL+SPACE.
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In the text box for the variable's name, type LAJC.

For the Function group, select Point and for the function Halfway 
between A and B. 
The A and B drop-downs activate, and the type for these defaults to Point.

Click on the two malleolae markers in the 3D workspace.

The left ankle joint center is defined.

Click  and  to automatically define the right joint center 
based on what you chose for the left side. For the rest of this tutorial, you can 
use this trick to define all Right variables, based on already-defined Left ones 
– in the interests of readability it is not repeated every time.

Define the foot coordinate system as being aligned with the laboratory 
coordinate system for the static trial, with origin at the ankle joint center. To 
do this:

Click the  button again to add another variable.

Name the variable LeftFootAnatomical.

Select the Segment group and the function Origin A, X-Axis=B, Z-Axis=B 
x C.

Select A=LAJC, B=Lab X-Axis and C=Lab Y-Axis. 
The coordinate system is displayed in the 3D workspace.
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Define the foot's technical coordinate system, ie, the one based on the 
marker clusters only. To do this:

Click  again.

Name the variable LeftFootTechnical.

Select Segment and From 3-marker cluster A, B, C.

Select the three heel cluster markers LHEE_Upper, LHEE_Lower and 
LHEE_Lateral. 
The technical coordinate system is displayed in the workspace – the 
orientation of this is not important.

To save the variable scheme, click the  button at the top of the tab.

Click the Parameters tab. Click the Create button to create a new Parameter 
scheme, name it 6DOF Shoe Model, and press Enter.
Our aim is to calculate the transformation from the technical to the 
anatomical coordinate system and save this as a parameter, so that the same 
transformation can be used in the dynamic trial to get the anatomical 
coordinate system, even if the anatomical markers are no longer present. To 
do this:

Create a parameter by clicking the Add button  and 
entering LeftFootAnatomicalToTechnical.

Select the Average function group and the function Variable A's local 
coordinates in Variable B [Event A, Event B].

For the Type select Segment and select LeftFootAnatomical for A, 
LeftFootTechnical for B, First Valid Frame for Event A and Last Valid 
Frame for Event B.
Important: Ensure that the Model Parameter check box is selected. 
This saves the parameter's value to a file which is subsequently used for 
the dynamic processing.

After having defined this parameter for both the left and right sides, make 

sure that you click the  button to save the parameter scheme.
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Step 2 - Defining the dynamic model
For the dynamic model, we will define the technical coordinate system based on 
the three heel cluster markers and use the parameter we calculated for the static 
trial to transform the technical coordinate system to the anatomical one.

To define the dynamic model:

Click on the Data Management tab and load the Running trial.

On the Variables tab, ensure that you choose the same variable scheme as we 
defined for the static model. 
Notice that some of the variables are displayed in red. This indicates that the 
variable cannot be calculated based on the information in the trial. This 
includes the two ankle joint center variables as well as the anatomical 
coordinate systems. However, the technical coordinate system can still be 
calculated since this is based on the markers that have not been removed. 

Click the Edit button  to edit the variable scheme, then the Add button 

.

Name the variable LeftFoot, and define it using a function from the Segment
group called Offset segment A using segment B.

For segment A, choose LeftFootTechnical.
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6. For segment B, use the parameter that was calculated in the parameter 
scheme for the static trial, called LeftAnatomicalToTechnical. 
Notice that the coordinate system appears in the 3D Workspace where the 
anatomical system would have been had the two malleolae markers not been 
removed. 

This completes defining the dynamic model. If you were using more segments, 
for example, other segments of the lower body, you would have to add marker 
clusters and anatomical markers to these segments too, and repeat the process 
outlined above.

Note
ProCalc supports clusters based on both three and four markers.
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Step 3 - Defining cycle events
The next step is to automatically define events based on kinematic data from the 
feet only. To help to define these events we will define a few handy variables that 
will help us along.

First, you must find events that can uniquely identify each cycle – not the foot 
strike and foot off events we aim to calculate, but an event that we can use to 
determine that a foot strike or foot off will definitely happen between these other 
events. For this event, we will use a foot transitioning from being behind to being 
in front of the other foot, which we can call "mid swing". This is a suitable event 
to use because this transition event happens as the foot swings forwards at 
considerable speed, and is therefore highly likely to be well defined and under 
normal circumstances, will happen only once for each gait cycle.

To define cycle events:

On the Variables tab, add a new variable and call it FootDiff.

Choose the Vector group and the From point A to point B function.

As point A, choose RHEE_Lower, and as point B choose LHEE_Lower.

From the XYZ drop-down menu, choose the Y component for both these 
variables. This means that only the Y component of the points used will be 
considered for the vector, and the vector will point forwards when the right 
foot is behind the left, and backwards when the left foot is behind the right.

Save the Variables scheme.

Click on the Events tab.

Create a new scheme by pressing the Create button , entering a suitable 
name and then pressing Enter.

Click the Add button   to add an event.

For the Event Type, choose Left Custom Event and type the name 
LeftMidSwing.

In the Event triggered by drop-downs, choose Vector, FootDiff and Y.
The ProCalc default settings are exactly what we need for the next step: we 
want to define our LeftMidSwing event when the FootDiff Y component 
crosses from being negative to positive, in other words the Threshold 
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crossing is the absolute value 0 and the Direction is Up, so leave these 
settings at their default values.

We could optionally define a minimum amount of time that the value has to 
be above zero – this could be useful if there was a bit of noise around the 
threshold. In this case, this is very unlikely as the forward motion of the foot is 
quite fast, but we could still select the Minimum check box and specify, for 
example 100ms.

For now you can leave the Extra Conditions: we will return to them later.
Extra information is now displayed on the time bar: 

Make sure you click   and then   to define the 
RightMidSwing. Note that you also have to change the direction of the 
threshold crossing from Up to Down. 
You can now look at all the calculated times in the log to see if the values 
appear to be correct.
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Step 4 - Defining foot events
This step automatically defines foot strike and foot off events. You can do this in 
many ways, so the following suggestions are not scientifically validated, but are 
chosen to demonstrate how this could be done in ProCalc.

To automatically define foot events:

To define some new variables, ensure that you have saved the Events 

scheme, click the Variables tab and then click the   button to edit this 
scheme again.

Click   and type LeftFootLine, group Line and function From point A 
in direction of vector B.

For Variable A select the LHEE_Lower, and for B, change the default type 
from Vector to Segment and choose LeftFoot. As a segment is not a vector, 
you also need to choose a sub-component, so from the XYZ menu, choose 
the Y component. This then uses the Y-axis of the foot's coordinate system as 
the direction for the line, which corresponds to the forward axis of the foot.

Add another variable, and name it LeftFootLineIntersectsFloor, group Point
and function Intersection point of plane A and line B.

As variable A, choose the pre-defined Floor Plane variable, and as variable B 
choose the LeftFootLine that was just defined. 
A point appears on the floor where the foot line intersects it. Note that if the 
foot is on the ground, this point is very far away and may not be visible. 
However, as foot off approaches, it should appear on the ground right in front 
of the foot.

The idea is to define the foot off event when the distance to the floor along 
the foot line attains its minimum. To do this, add another variable, call it 
LeftFootToFloorDistance, choose group Distance and function Distance: A 
to B, then A = LHEE_Lower and B = LeftFootLineIntersectsFloor.

Save the scheme.

On the Events tab, edit the Events scheme and add a new event. This time, 
instead of choosing a Custom Event, choose Left Foot Off.

As we want to trigger this event using the variable we just calculated, for the 
Event triggered by: choose Length and LeftFootToFloorDistance.
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For the Add at:, choose Minimum value. 
A single event is displayed on the time bar – this is where the length attains 
its minimum value for the entire trial.

If you wondered why we defined the mid-swing events, this may now start to 
make sense. We would like to define the foot off event once for every cycle, in 
other words – every time our distance attains its minimum between the right 
mid swing and the left mid swing. We therefore select the Only between 
Events option and then select RightMidSwing and LeftMidSwing. 
All the toe off events are displayed in the 3D workspace:
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In the same way, you can define the foot strike events as the minimum 
distance between the foot line and the floor, but between LeftMidSwing and 
RightMidSwing instead of the opposite way around:

To produce the equivalent on the right side, copy and mirror these events.

Note that this is not a very sophisticated way to define foot events, and it will not 
work for runners who strike the ground flat-footed, but it works for the example 
data and allows us to proceed to the next step, which is calculating parameters.
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Step 5 - Defining parameters
Often, the real purpose of a research biomechanical model is to extract certain 
parameters from motion captured data. For example, we may be interested in 
certain temporal parameters such as foot contact time as a percentage of the 
cycle time, or perhaps spatial parameters such as the stride length.

In addition, kinematic parameters may also be of interest, such as the foot 
inversion upon foot contact. The following part of the tutorial provides examples 
of all these.

•

•

•

Important 
For each parameter, it is important that you decide what you want to 
use the parameter for. There are three options:

Export parameter. Calculated and exported to Microsoft Excel. These 
parameters are the ones that you wish to use for further analysis, for 
example key kinematic or temporal/spatial parameters calculated 
based on a dynamic trial. Ensure that you have selected the Export 
Parameter check box.

Model parameter. Calculated and stored in the XMP file, to be used 
later for further calculation on other trials, for example offset 
parameters calculated from the static trial to be used in the dynamic 
processing. Ensure that you have  selected the Model Parameter 
check box.

Internal parameter. Only used as an intermediate parameter. Ensure 
that neither of the above check boxes are selected.
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Inversion at foot contact
We'll use the vertical axis of the foot to estimate inversion/eversion at foot 
contact. If the left foot lands in inversion, the vertical axis will point to the left 
when seen from behind

To calculate inversion:

Use the angle between the vertical axis and the foot's vertical axis, projected into 
the frontal (XZ) plane. To do this:

On the Variables tab, click the Edit button and then click the Add button 

 to add a new variable and call it LeftFootInversion.

Select the Angle group and the Angle: Between A and B around C.

For A, select Segment, Lab Coordinate System and Z.

For B select Segment, LeftFoot and Z.

For C select Vector, Lab Y-Axis and XYZ. 
This calculates the angle between the Z-axis of the lab and foot coordinate 
system around the Y axis of the lab coordinate system, which is our direction 
of running. If you'd like inversion to be positive, change the Factor for the Lab 
Y-Axis from 1 to -1. 
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As an alternative, you could also calculate the 3D Euler angles between the lab 
coordinate system and the foot coordinate system as follows:

Add a new variable called LeftFootAngles.

Select Angle and Euler angle: YXZ between A and B.

Select A = Lab Coordinate System and B = LeftFoot.

In this case, ProCalc calculates three angles, the Inversion being the first due to 
the Euler angle extraction order being YXZ. In other words, inversion/eversion 
first, the "dorsi/plantarflexion" with respect to the lab, then the foot progression 
angle.

Save the variable scheme and on the Parameters tab, click Edit and then add a 
new parameter called LeftFootInversionAtFS.

For Function, choose Value and Variable A [Event A], then select variable A to 
be Angle and LeftFootInversion and event A to be Left Foot Strike.

The individual values for each foot strike are displayed in the log.
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Foot contact as percentage of cycle

Edit the Parameters scheme, click the Add button  to add a new 
parameter, and name it LeftFootContactTime.

Select function group Time and function Event A to Event B.

In the Input Events section, select A = Left Foot Strike and B = Left Foot Off. 
This calculates the duration of each contact cycle. Now all you need to do is 
to normalize.

Select the Time Normalize Between option, and then select Left Foot Strike
for both the following drop-downs.
The parameters, one for each cycle, are output in the log. You can copy/
mirror to do the same thing for the right side, as usual.
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Stride length
As this is a running trial on a treadmill, the calculation of stride length has to take 
the speed of the treadmill into account – after all, the subject isn't actually going 
anywhere. We could therefore calculate the stride length as the distance 
between the Y-component (the running direction) of two subsequent foot strikes 
plus the speed of the treadmill times the cycle time. The main challenge is to 
find the speed of the treadmill. We could estimate this using the speed of the 
heel markers between foot strike and mid-swing of the opposite foot. As the heel 
marker slows down relative to the treadmill as soon as the heel starts to come off 
the ground, it seems sensible to use the mid-swing rather than the foot off event 
as the cut-off time for the calculation.

To calculate the stride length:

Edit the Parameters scheme, click the Add button  to add a new 
parameter, and name it LeftHeelSpeedFStoMS.

Choose the 3D function group and the Speed Variable A [Event A, Event B]
function.

For A, choose Point and LHEE_Lower, and for XYZ, make sure you select the 
Y component only.

Choose the event A = Left Foot Strike and B = RightMidSwing.
The calculated speeds are output in the log – these should be fairly 
consistent.

Add another parameter and call it LeftCycleDuration, function group Time, 
function Event A to Event B.

For both events A and B, choose Left Foot Strike. 
This calculates the time of each left cycle.

Add another parameter and call it LeftTreadmillDistance.

Choose function group Parameter, function Parameter A * Parameter B.

Choose A = LeftHeelSpeedFStoMS, B = LeftCycleDuration and for combine, 
select average(A) <-> each(B). 
In this case, all we're doing is to use the average of the treadmill speed and 
multiplying this with each cycle duration, which should give us a good 
estimate of how far the treadmill has traveled between each foot strike.
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Because the subject will typically not land at the exact same spot on the 
treadmill for each cycle, you must also adjust for the spatial delta between 
each foot strike. To calculate this distance:

Add another parameter, name it LeftHeelDistFStoFS and select from the 
3D group the function Distance Variable A [Event A, Event B].

Choose the Y component of LHee_Lower between Left Foot Strike and 
Left Foot Strike.
The log outputs the difference in the Y position of the heel from stride to 
stride, which should fluctuate around zero unless the subject changes the 
position on the treadmill.

Combine the LeftTreadmillDistance parameter and the LeftHeelDistFStoFS
parameter. To do this:

Add a new parameter named LeftStrideLength.

For Function group, select Parameter and Parameter A – Parameter B
and then select A=LeftHeelDistFStoFS and B=LeftTreadMillDistance. 
As the latter is negative due to the treadmill moving in the negative Y 
direction, this calculates the correct stride length.

Save the scheme before continuing.
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Step 6 - Processing the trials
The final stage is to test the new ProCalc model for routine processing. The 
processing has two stages, first the static and then the dynamic processing.

As we're not using any input parameters for this tutorial, on the Input 
Parameters tab, create a new scheme, name it NONE and save it.

Click the Data Management tab and make sure that you are in a session 
where you have the relevant data files captured.

Mark the static trial by selecting the trial and pressing the M key on your 
keyboard, or by right-clicking the trial and selecting the Mark Trial option 
from the context menu.

At the bottom of the window, ensure that you've selected the right model 
files in proCalc:

Click Process Marked Trials.
The static trial is processed.

Mark the dynamic trial(s) you wish to process and click Process Marked Trials
again.
At the end of this process, Excel automatically opens and displays 
spreadsheets containing the calculated and exported parameters.

Tip 
The Export Cycles check box lets you choose whether or not to export 
the values from the individual cycles. If you clear this check box, you get 
only the average and standard deviation values for each parameter.
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